Daylighting At Work

DESIGN COLLECTIONS
2020 Edition
We celebrate the commercial designers and architects worldwide who regularly integrate Solatube Daylighting Systems to create beautiful lighting design and ingenious architectural elements. Enjoy the latest collections of their unique installations, get design ideas and gain inspiration for your next project.

Daylighting Collections
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Learning

Positively impact student performance and engagement with more daylight.
Wall Washing
Make walls a key decorative element, visually expanding internal spaces.

Grow & Life
Turn indoor spaces into natural, organic environments.

Campbell Soup Company // Camden, NJ // Architect: KlingStubbins
The Cheescake Shop // Sydney, Australia // Architect: PTI Architecture
Low Carbon Science Museum // Hangzhou, China // Architect: Yuehua Dong
Flood lighting

Provide a shower of light from above to deliver dramatic focus.
Wayfinding & Pathway

Define the way through sequential lighting.
Throw light a long way with huge tubes to pick up the action.
Theatrical & Decorative

Beautify spaces with unique and creative lighting approaches.
Subterranean

Deliver daylight deep below ground for surprising levels of illumination.
Help everyone get more done by shedding more natural light on their work.
Color Rendition

Make colors appear as they should for an accurate palette.
Merchandising

Enhance the shopping experience with natural light.